
English 11 Honors 
Unit I: Existentialism and No Exit 
Take Home Exam 
 
Imagine a lunch date.  Paris.  Springtime.  Noon.  
You’re sitting on the terrace at Café de Flore, 
sipping your café American when suddenly Sartre 
and Simone de Beauvoir join you at the table.  
They begin to argue.  You interject.  They are not 
amused.  Then Camus shows up, eager to join in.  
Upset by the scuffle that is now boiling over, the 
waiter (who is actually American English professor 
Gordon Bigelow) slaps your bill on the table with 
cold disdain.  At his side is John Killinger, the 
professor and theistic existentialism scholar.  
Naturally, much shouting ensues.  The sun is 
blinding.  The heat is almost too much to take.  
Out of nowhere, Mersault from L’Etranger shows 
up, brandishing a weapon.  Like a good existentialist, you make the conscious choice to exercise your freedom by 
jumping into the bushes.  
 
When we write about a topic as complicated as existentialism, we want to incorporate multiple points of view as we 
embark on the complicated process of meaning-making.  As mediators of the debate, we have the supreme 
responsibility of keeping the conversation on track, giving attention to certain voices and taking attention away from 
other voices.  By the end, it is the student/writer who determines what is important and why, and not simply the 
individual voices themselves.   
 
As we move forward in our English careers, let’s change the way we think about topics like these.  Instead of a fixed 
set of facts to memorize and quote, we ought to think of them as a set of debates between reputable sources.  Such 
debates require moderators to maintain order and make sense of all the chaos and yelling.  This is our job now.  
Enjoy! 

 
The Assignment: 

 
For your take home exam, you are to consider all of the “voices” that we have studied throughout this unit and 
compose a script of a conversation that involves these very different thinkers.  While they are all linked by an 
existential attitude, major differences also exist.  Consider a conversation that addresses the role of women or even the role 
of G/god(s).  The role of freedom, responsibility, and suicide are also fertile topics.  Your conversation should 
demonstrate a mastery of the readings, showing speakers who are able to quote directly from their own 
works, or at least paraphrase many of their key points.  The goal here is to explore points of agreement, but even 
more importantly, to explore points of tension.  Where do these thinkers disagree?  How do you, the mediator, feel about 

this? 
 

         
         Highest grades will be awarded to the student who: 
 

 Includes at least 3 of the following voices in conversation, in addition to him/herself: 
o  Sartre, Camus, de Beauvoir, Killinger, Bigelow, Inez, Estelle, Garcin 

 Includes at least 2 of the following fictional voices from characters in the readings (no repeats): 
o Garcin, Estelle, Inez, Mersault, Raymond, Marie, Pablo, Juan, Tom, Sysiphus 

 Demonstrates clear reference back to key readings 

 Illustrates points of similarities 

 Illustrates points of tension, with personal commentary as well 

 Suggested length: approximately 1200 words or around 3 pages.  Please, no more than 4. 

 

JPS: OMG, Simone! This coffee is absurdly hot.  Get it?  It’s  
         like how, in existentialist thought, the world is absurd  
         and it is up to man to create meaning and-- 
SdB: Not funny, Jean-Paul… not funny. 


